Maple Production Begins in the Forest
In the Sugarbush
A grove of maple trees is called a sugarbush. Initially sap was
gathered in the sugarbush and transported in large wooden
buckets suspended from a shoulder yoke. Later, gathering was
done with oxen or horses pulling a sled on which a wooden
tub was mounted. Sap was carried in pails from buckets at the
tree and dumped into the tanks.
There are thirteen native species of maple trees in North
America. While most of these species were once tapped, sugar
maple and black maple, along with red maple, provide most of
the commercial sap today. Black maple is relatively rare in New
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York, occurring only in the central region of the state. Sugar
maple, on the other hand, can be found everywhere across the
state–and is the State tree. A fourth species, silver maple, is
sometimes tapped. These species share several characteristics
including their leaves which all have a similar shape. Sugar
maples are the preferred species for maple products because
of their high sugar content.
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Collecting Sap

Tools of the Trade

The first sap collection “buckets” were actually just simple containers made

Early maple tree tapping and sugaring implements were designed and hand-

from birch bark. Then, wooden buckets were designed and used instead.

made by maple producers and their families. Wooden taps were whittled

Eventually, in the early 1900’s, the wooden buckets were replaced by metal

during the long winter months by shaping and then removing the soft pith

ones, which are still used today by some maple producers.

from small branches of sumac trees. Hooked metal spouts replaced wooden
taps when metal bucket operations began.
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